We report in this pilot study the diagnostic results of in vivo imaging of patients with ovarian lesions, using a co-registered photoacoustic and ultrasound (PAT/US) system. A total of 39 ovaries from 24 patients were imaged in vivo. PAT functional features, i.e., blood oxygen saturation (sO2) and relative total hemoglobin (rHbT), PAT image features, and PAT spectral features within a region of interest (ROI) in each ovarian tissue were extracted. To select the significant features, a t-test on each feature was performed, and the independent predictors were determined by evaluating correlation between each pair of predictors. To classify the ovarian lesions, we employed a generalized linear model (GLM) and a support vector machine (SVM). We used these classifiers first to distinguish benign/normal lesions from ovaries with invasive epithelial tumors and then to separate normal/benign lesions from all types of ovarian tumors. We developed classifiers once by inclusion of PAT functional features to assess the best diagnostic performance of the classifiers when multiple wavelengths data are available. Second time, we excluded the PAT functional features from the features set to evaluate the best diagnostic performance if only a single wavelength is available. Our results show that using functional features improves the classification performance, especially for distinguishing normal/benign ovarian lesions from all types of tumors. In this case, an area under ROC curve (AUC) of 0.92, 0.93 of testing data was achieved using a GLM and SVM classifier when functional features were included in the feature set while excluding these features resulted in an AUC of 0.89, 0.92, respectively.
modality is based on the photoacoustic effect [13] [14] [15] . A pulsed laser light absorbed by tissue causes a local temperature increase which creates thermoelastic expansion and generates photoacoustic waves. The propagated waves are then detected by an ultrasound (US) transducer and used to reconstruct optical absorption distribution. If photoacoustic imaging is performed at two or more optical wavelengths, information about functional parameters of a tissue, such as its relative total hemoglobin (rHbT) and blood oxygen saturation (sO2), can be obtained.
Previously, our group performed a study on classification of excised ovarian samples [16] . In that study, an average area under Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) of 0.92 ± 0. 05 for 50 testing samples was achieved using PAT spectral and beam envelope features along with several PAT image features. In a subsequent study, US spectral features were added to the PAT features to evaluate the classification performance on another set of excised ovaries [17] . It was demonstrated that the generalized linear model (GLM) and support vector machine (SVM) classifiers could respectively achieve sensitivities of 70.4 and 87.7%, and specificities of 95.6 and 97.9%, for the testing data. Moreover, two patients with malignant and benign ovaries were imaged in vivo in that study, but this number of patients was too low to evaluate the performances of the classifiers. In our most recent study, we reported the imaging results of co-registered US and PAT in a pilot group of 26 ovaries from16 patients. We demonstrated in this study that the difference in rHbT was statistically significant between invasive epithelial ovarian cancers and benign/normal ovarian masses (p = 0.01), and the sO2 was statistically significant between invasive epithelial ovarian cancers/other neoplasms and benign/normal ovarian masses (p = 0.03) [18] . However, no classification results and ROC analysis were reported in this first pilot group of patients.
In this study, we extracted the PAT functional, spectral, and image features from 24 patients of 39 ovaries (mean age, 54 years; range, 34-76) and performed ROC analysis using the GLM and SVM classifiers. The first 16 patients reported in [18] were included in this study for feature extraction and ROC analysis. We categorized the ovarian lesions into three groups of benign/normal ovaries (n = 27), invasive epithelial cancers (n = 9), and other types of neoplasms (n = 3) (see Table 1 ). First, we developed GLM and SVM classifiers to distinguish benign/normal ovaries from epithelial cancers only. Subsequently, we differentiated benign/normal ovaries from all types of cancers (epithelial and other neoplasms) using new GLM and SVM classifiers. To evaluate the performances of the classifiers when the data from just one wavelength is available, we repeated the same procedure to design GLM and SVM classifiers without inclusion of PAT functional features in the features set. The performance of each classifier was evaluated by computing its ROC curve for both training and testing data sets and calculating the area under these curves. To the best of our knowledge, the reported patient diagnostic results using the GLM and SVM classifiers with ROC analysis based on PAT features are the first of its kind and may improve current practice on ovarian tissue diagnosis once the results are validated with a large patient pool.
Materials and methods

Co-registered PAT/US System
The co-registered PAT/US system was described in detail in [18] . Briefly, this system consists of a Ti-sapphire laser which can be tuned from 690 nm to 900 nm, a light delivery system that includes four optical fibers coupled with a transvaginal transducer (6 MHz, 80% bandwidth), and a commercial ultrasound system (EC-12R, Alpinion Medical Systems,
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The relative total hemoglobin concentration ( ( , ))
rHbT r θ at each pixel in the region of interest (ROI) was calculated as the summation of the relative oxy hemoglobin concentration ( C r θ is the system acoustic operator, and ( , ) r ϕ θ is the local fluence, which can be approximated as wavelength independent at the narrow wavelength window we used. As can be seen in (1) and (2), calculating the absolute values of oxy, deoxy, and total hemoglobin requires knowledge of the local fluence in the tissue, which is difficult to estimate in clinical studies. For this reason, the relative values of these parameters have been computed in this study. To calculate the mean rHbT in the ROI, the maximum of this parameter in this region was found, and the average of the rHbT values higher than half of this maximum value was then computed. The blood oxygen saturation (sO2) at each pixel was calculated by dividing the oxy hemoglobin by the sum of the oxy and deoxy hemoglobin:
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Note that in sO2 calculation, the unknown ( , )
C r θ is cancelled out in the numerator and denominator of the division. We calculated the mean sO2 in the ROI by taking an average of sO2 values over pixels with a sO2 value higher than a noise threshold. Based on our system noise level, this threshold was defined as 5% of the maximum SO2 in the ROI.
PAT spectral feature extraction
Photoacoustic spectral features have been shown to be valuable tools in clinical applications, such as characterization of bone microstructure [20] , quantification of normal and fatty livers [21] , cancer diagnosis [22, 23] , and monitoring cancer treatment response [24] . In earlier studies we evaluated the feasibility of these features for distinguishing malignant from benign ex vivo ovaries [16, 17] . Here, we extract these features from the data collected from in vivo studies of patients. To calculate the spectral features, co-registered ultrasound images were used to select an ROI corresponding to the examined ovary. The angular beam segments in the ROI with a maximum value greater than the noise level of our US system (60 mV for both PAT and US) were then selected for spectral analysis. Each of these beams was gated using a Hamming window before its spectrum was computed within a −10dB frequency range (0.5 to 4 MHz for PAT, and 3.5 to 7 MHz for US) using a fast Fourier transform (FFT).
The transducer response was calibrated using several sets of calibration data. To generate each set of data, we recorded the photoacoustic signals from a black string with a diameter of 250 µm at a particular depth. Then the distance from the transducer to the string was varied from 0.5 cm to 7 cm in steps of 0.25 cm, and for each transducer-string distance a set of photoacoustic signals was recorded and averaged. After that, the power spectra of these data were found using an FFT algorithm. Finally, the power spectra of all PAT beam lines in the ROI of the examined ovary were divided by this calibration spectrum, depending on the depth of the ROI center.
After calibration, a line was fitted to each of the calibrated PAT spectra, and the mean spectral slope (SS), midband fit (MBF), and 0.5 MHz spectral intercept (0.5 MHz SI (PAT)) were obtained from all fitted lines within the ROI. Although the 0 MHz intercept has been widely used as a feature in the literature, we chose the 0.5 MHz spectral intercept instead because our transducer's lower band is at ~0.5 MHz. Figure 1 shows the mean spectra of PAT signals in the ROI (dashed rectangular area), along with their fitted lines, for a benign mucinous cystadenoma (left) and an ovary of a highgrade serous carcinoma (right). The SS, 0.5 MHz SI (PAT), and MBF of the mean PAT spectrum are also shown in each image. Note that the spectral features were obtained at four different wavelengths (730, 780, 800, and 830 nm), but each feature was highly correlated for different wavelengths. Thus, the spectral features at one wavelength (730 nm) were used for our classifiers. 
PAT image features
In addition to functional and spectral features, we observed that the textures of PAT images for benign and malignant ovarian tissue look different in the patient data. This observation led us to quantify this difference by calculating more imaging features from the PAT images. The first step was to choose an ROI. To find the ROI in each frame, we first selected a larger rectangular region associated with the ovarian tissue. Then the Radon transforms of the image at angles of 0 and 90 degrees in the ovary area were calculated. A Gaussian curve was fitted to each of them after they were normalized to their peak values. The means of the Gaussian curves determined the center of a 2 cm by 2 cm square where the image analysis was performed (Fig. 2) .
Second order statistics of the normalized PAT images were computed within the ROI. These features provide information about the relation between pixel connections. To calculate the textural features of the PAT images, a gray-level co-occurrence matrix was created [25] . This matrix had dimensions of N*N, where N is the number of gray levels in the PAT image. In this study, we used N = 16. The value c(i,j) of the (i, j) element of the GLCM represents the number of times that gray levels i and j are adjacent to each other in the PAT image. In the present study, we considered two gray levels g1 and g2 as adjacent if g2 was located at the immediate right of g1. After forming the GLCM matrix, the following four textural features were computed for each PAT image: 
where N is the dimension of this matrix, and µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation for row i or column j of the GLCM [25] . Besides the second order statistics of the normalized PAT images, we calculated other features related to the non-normalized PAT envelope data. Two features of this type include the standard deviation and fitting error of the Gaussian function that is fitted to the mean Radon transform of the non-normalized PAT images (std Rad). To calculate the mean Radon transform, we computed the Radon transform of the non-normalized PAT images in the ROI for angles from 0 to 90 degrees, with a step size of one degree, and took the average of them. Another feature that we extracted from the non-normalized images was the area of the PAT image in the ROI. This parameter was defined as the percentage of the pixels in the ROI with a value higher than the noise level. Other PAT image features, including malignant and benign spatial filters and Rayleigh fit parameters, were also calculated, but no significant differences in these features were observed between benign and malignant masses. A detailed explanation of how to calculate these features can be found in [16] .
Classification
We imaged 24 patients (39 ovaries) using our hybrid PAT/US system (see Table 1 ). Among these, 17 patients (26 ovaries) had benign/normal ovaries, 4 patients (8 ovaries) had invasive epithelial cancers, 1 patient had one normal ovary and one epithelial cancer, and the rest (2 patients, 3 ovaries) had other types of neoplasm. In this study, each ovary was considered as an independent sample. Other neoplasm serous borderline (n = 2) tumor, sertoli-Leydig cell tumor (n = 1) (average size 11.1 cm, range 4.5-19.2 cm)
Benign ovaries fibrothecoma (n = 1, size 14 cm), mature teratoma (n = 1, size 6 cm), serous or mucinous cystadenoma or cystic endometriosis (n = 11, average 10.1 cm, range 1.8-37 cm), complex or simple cysts (n = 10, average 4.5 cm, range 2.5-7.6 cm) Normal ovaries no histopathological abnormalities (n = 4, average 2.4 cm, range 2.1 −2.8 cm)
Two types of linear classifiers were investigated in this study, i.e., GLM and SVM. GLM has proven to be an excellent classifier for binary classification problems. To train this classifier, the true response (0 or 1) is plotted as a function of the input parameters for each sample in the training data set. Then a logistic function is fitted to the data points. Therefore, the output of this classifier is a value between 0 and 1 which represents the probability of an observation belonging to an output category. To test this classifier, a threshold value is defined to put each testing sample in one of the two classes (0 or 1). If the probability is less than this threshold, the new sample is classified as label 0 and otherwise, as label 1. The ROC curve can be derived by changing the threshold value and the AUC value can be computed to evaluate the performance of the classifier.
In a binary SVM classification problem, the training data sets are plotted on an ndimensional space, where n indicates the number of input features. Then the support vectors, i.e., the points which are located nearest to the margin of each of the two classes are found. These vectors are employed to find the hyperplane which best separates the two classes. If the data sets are not linearly separable, a kernel function can be defined to map the data to a higher dimension space. An SVM classifier which is developed using this method is called a non-linear SVM with a kernel function. In this study, we used a linear SVM which has proved to perform better than the non-linear SVM classifiers.
We first developed models to differentiate benign/normal masses from epithelial cancers. This was performed by constructing GLM and SVM classifiers. We were also interested to find out how distinguishable the benign/normal group was from the epithelial and other neoplasm. Therefore, another set of GLM and SVM classifiers were developed to achieve this goal.
To train each classifier, we performed a cross-validation of 200 times. In each iteration, two-third of the data were randomly selected for training the classifier, and the rest were used for testing. For both training and testing data sets, the ROC curves were calculated at each iteration. The mean ROCs were then determined by taking an average over all individual ROCs, and the AUCs were then employed to evaluate the performances of classifiers.
As previously discussed, the PAT functional features in our study were calculated by extracting PAT data at four different wavelengths. However, we were also interested to see the performances of the classifiers in the case when the PAT signals are acquired at one wavelength. This performance is very important to evaluate the co-registered PAT and US technique if a laser system only has one wavelength available. For this evaluation, the PAT functional features were excluded from the feature set and new classifiers were constructed using other PAT features. These features were divided into three groups based on the correlation value between each two features ( Table 3 ). The highly correlated features were in one group. Based on this criterion, the first group includes the PAT spectral feature only, i.e., 0.5 MHZ SI (PAT). The second group includes area, contrast and correlation. Finally, the third group consists of the remaining image feature, i.e., std Rad, which has low correlation values with all the other image features. To develop the classifiers, we first used just 0.5 MHz SI (PAT). Then one feature in the second group whose combination with 0.5 MHz SI (PAT) resulted in the highest testing AUC was added to the feature set. Finally, std Rad was also included in the features set, and its effects on the performance of our classifiers were investigated by evaluating the training and testing AUCs.
Results and discussion
PAT spectral features
In Fig. 1 , the co-registered rHbT and US images of a benign (a) and an epithelial cancer (b) are shown. The PAT spectral analysis for each of these ovaries was performed in the ROI (specified by the dashed angular area). The plots of the average PAT spectra after calibration for these ovaries along with their fitted lines are shown in the bottom row of the figure. As can be seen in this figure, the value of the 0.5 MHz SI (PAT) of the ovary with an epithelial tumor is higher than that for a benign/normal ovary. This is the only spectral feature which is significantly different between benign/normal ovaries and the ovaries with epithelial cancers (P<0.05).
PAT image features
Co-registered PAT and US images of a set of benign fibrothecoma and high-grade serous carcinoma are shown in Fig. 3 . The rectangular dashed area in each image indicates the region where the PAT image analysis is performed. The center of this area was found using the Radon transforms of the PAT signals as explained in the previous section. The images on the lower panel are a zoom-in view of the PAT image in the selected rectangular area. As can be seen, the benign ovary seems to have higher local variations in pixel values of the PAT image in comparison with the malignant ovary which leads to a larger contrast and lower correlation value for the benign ovary. The pixel values in the malignant ovary, on the other hand, seem to be more correlated than those in the benign ovary, so a higher value of correlation is expected in the images of malignant ovaries.
Classification by inclusion of functional features in the features set
Classification of benign/normal ovaries and epithelial tumors
To determine the difference between the three groups of ovarian masses in terms of the extracted features, a student t-tests was performed on each feature for each pair of the three groups. Then the features with a p-value of less than 0.05 between benign/normal and epithelial cancer groups were selected as the significant features. The box plots of these features are shown in Fig. 4 . The p-value between each pair of groups can also be seen on each plot. As can be seen, except for sO2, there is a higher similarity between "others" and "benign/normal" than "others" and "epithelial cancer". This suggests that "others" group may not be separable from "benign/normal" group if no sO2 is used. First, we have constructed GLM and SVM models to distinguish the benign/normal group from the epithelial cancer group. Note that a key step in any classification algorithm is model construction using a proper set of representative predictors. A proper set includes a combination of features which are highly correlated with the class labels (0 or 1), but poorly correlated with each other. To evaluate the correlation between each feature and the class label and between each two features, Spearman's rho value was calculated. After that, we ranked the features based on the value of Spearman's correlation between each feature and the labels. This ranking for the seven significant features, along with the ranking based on the p-values, is shown in Table 2 . As can be seen, rHbT is at the top of the ranking, based on Spearman's correlation as well as p values. Also note that, although 0.5 MHz SI (PAT) has a lower p-value than std Rad, it is ranked lower than std Rad when the ranking criterion is the correlation value between the feature value and the ovarian mass label.
The correlation between each two significant features can be seen in Table 3 . The values in this table show that rHbT has a rather high correlation with all the image features, the lowest one being the std Rad, with a correlation value of 0.46. Moreover, all the image features except for std Rad are highly correlated. Among the image features, contrast has the highest correlation with std Rad, with a Spearman's rho of 0.13. To train classifiers, we started constructing our model by using the feature with the highest correlation with the class label. Then we added the other significant features one by one until we found that adding features does not improve the classification performance. Figure 5 (top row) shows the ROCs for the training and testing data sets using a GLM model. The top left shows that the AUC for the training data set is 0.99 when rHbT, sO2 and 0.5 MHz SI (PAT) are used for the classifier construction. For the testing data set (top right), however, the highest value of AUC is achieved when rHbT and sO2 features are employed for the classification (AUC = 0.93). Adding 0.5 MHz SI (PAT) or std Rad to the feature set decreases this value by 0.02 and 0.05, respectively, and further inclusion of any of the other significant features results in an additional decrease in the AUC values (not shown in the plot).
The SVM classifier performance in differentiating benign/normal lesions from epithelial cancers for the training and testing data sets is shown in Fig. 5 (bottom row) . As can be seen, in this case, unlike for GLM, adding 0.5 MHz SI (PAT) to the features set of "rHbT, sO2" increases the value of the AUC from 0.93 to 0.94. However, similar to the GLM classifier, inclusion of std Rad in the features set decreases the AUC value for the testing data set. 
Classification of benign/normal ovaries and all types of tumors
We then had epithelial cancer and other neoplasm types in one group and compared the calculated features of this combined group with those of benign/normal group. Only four features, i.e., sO2, rHbT, 0.5 MHz SI (PAT), and sdt Rad, among all the calculated features were statistically significant (p<0.05). Box-plots of these features are shown in Fig. 6 . The sO2 and rHbT values for the "epithelial and other cancers" group are respectively lower and higher than those of the benign/normal group. The 0.5 MHz SI (PAT) value is generally higher for cancerous ovaries than for of benign/normal ones, which indicates more low frequency components for cancers. Moreover, the std Rad is lower for cancer than for normal ovaries, because the vascular distribution of the benign mass is more scattered than in tumors (higher standard deviation).
In Table 4 , these four significant features are ordered based on their p-values (left), as well as on the value of Spearman's rho (right). In this case, both ranking criteria determine sO2 to be the most valuable parameter. Also note that among the three significant features selected for model construction, std Rad and rHbT are the most well correlated pair (Spearman's rho = 0.47), while Spearman's rho between std Rad and 0.5 MHz SI (PAT) is the lowest (0.02), as shown in Table 5 . Figure 7 (top) shows the ROC plots for training and testing data sets when a GLM classifier was employed to distinguish the benign/normal group from all types of ovarian cancers. As can be seen, sO2 alone results in training and testing AUC values of 0.90, while considering rHbT as the only feature in the features set generates lower training and testing AUCs (0.83 and 0.84, respectively). The highest testing AUC value is obtained when the feature set includes just sO2 and rHbT (0.92). Note that although adding either 0.5 MHz SI (PAT) or std Rad improves the classifiers performance for the training data set, it reduces the testing AUC from 0.92 to 0.87. The ROC plots for the training and testing data sets using the SVM classifier to differentiate the benign/normal ovary group for all types of cancers are shown in Fig. 7 (bottom) and compared for different feature sets. As with GLM, the best performance of the SVM model is achieved when sO2 and rHbT are the only features employed in the features set (training and testing AUCs of 0.95 and 0.93, respectively). Moreover, adding 0.5 MHz SI (PAT) feature decreases the testing AUC of the SVM classifier by 0.04, but it does not have much influence on the AUC of the training data set. Finally, inclusion of std Rad decreases the AUC values for both the training and testing data sets.
Classification by exclusion of functional features from the features set
Next, we evaluated the performance of the classifiers assuming that PAT functional features were not available. As discussed before, based on the correlation values between different features, we divided the non-functional PAT features into three groups. The first group contains the single significant spectral feature of 0.5 MHz SI (PAT). PAT image area, contrast, and correlation are included in the second group. The third group is made of std Rad feature only. 
Classification of benign/normal ovaries and epithelial tumors
First, we developed classifiers to distinguish benign/normal masses from the epithelial cancer group using PAT spectral and image features. Figure 8 shows the training and testing ROCs for these new GLM (top) and SVM (bottom) classifiers. The SVM classifier shows better performance (training and testing AUC of 0.94 and 0.92) when the feature set includes 0.5 MHz SI (PAT), area, and std Rad. Note that we have not used any features from the second group (including area, contrast, and correlation) to develop the GLM classifier, since no feature in this group improved the testing AUC of the GLM classifier.
Classification of benign/normal ovaries and all types of tumors
Finally, we distinguished the benign/normal group from epithelial and other types of neoplasms by using GLM and SVM classifiers without PAT functional features. The training and testing ROC plots for the GLM (top) and SVM (bottom) are shown in Fig. 9 . The performances of the classifiers are moderate in this case, and the highest testing AUC is achieved when 0.5 MHz SI (PAT), std Rad, and contrast are included in the feature set and an SVM model is used to classify the data. Even so, the testing AUC value in this case is just 0.84.
Discussion and summary
In this study, 22 out of the 24 patients have CA-125. Thus, it could be useful to analyze the effect of this parameter on our classification performance. However, because the value of CA-125 is patient-dependent (one number for each patient) rather than ovary-dependent, each patient should be considered as one independent sample. This would decrease the total number of available independent samples from 39 to 22, not adequate to train and test our classifiers. The effect of this parameter on the performances of the classifiers will be evaluated in future studies when more patients' data are available. The training and testing data sets are small (26 for training and 13 for testing), and overfitting can occur when the training data set is limited [26] . We have selected the minimal number of independent predictors for each prediction model, performed cross-validation, and used fairly high amounts (33%) of the patient data for testing. The performances of the prediction models based on respective training and testing data sets are similar with no obvious pattern of higher AUC values for training data and much lower AUCs for testing data, which would be expected if there were the problem of overfitting. With more patients recruited to the study, we will be able to establish a large database to validate the prediction models with more input predictors.
The textural features of the PAT image proved useful in some of the classifiers in this study. Among these features, contrast helpfully quantifies the local variations in the PAT images. When intensity varies significantly from one pixel to another, the contrast values are very large. Correlation is a measure of the dependence among neighboring pixels, and energy represents the local uniformity of the pixel values. A higher similarity in pixel values results in larger energy values. Finally, homogeneity determines the local homogeneity in the image. When there are small local variations in the image, the homogeneity is large.
We were interested in distinguishing normal/benign ovarian masses from the ovaries with epithelial cancers. GLM and SVM classifiers were designed to specifically distinguish this difference. The best performance of an SVM classifier, a testing AUC of 0.94, was achieved when tHb, sO2, and 0.5 MHz SI (PAT) were used in the features set. For the GLM classifier, the highest testing AUC was 0.93, when rHbT and sO2 were employed as the input features. When functional features were excluded from the classification procedure, the best testing AUC (0.92) was associated with an SVM classifier which was trained using the 0.5 MHz SI (PAT), area, and std Rad features.
Photoacoustic features were also employed to differentiate patients with normal/benign ovaries from patients with ovarian cancers, either epithelial or other neoplasms. In that case, the SVM classifier also performed slightly better than GLM. The testing AUC for these classifiers were 0.93 and 0.92, respectively. For both classifiers, using sO2 and rHbT features in the feature set resulted in the highest testing AUC, and including other features decreased their performance. When functional features were excluded from analysis, the performances of the classifiers were moderate (best testing AUC = 0.84 using an SVM classifier). In summary, these results demonstrate that functional, spectral and imaging features obtained from photoacoustic imaging can comprehensively classify human ovarian cancer.
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